
1. Art: Read the week’s Scripture passages and illustrate them.  If you are feeling creative, turn it 
into an art night – pencil sketch, paint, mold clay – use whatever form of art with which you 
are comfortable.  Talk about each person’s illustrations. 
  

2. Discussion: In light of the Truth of Christ’s Kingdom, imagine your family this time next 
year, then 5 years from now.  What do you want to be doing?  Where do you want to be? Talk 
about how you will get from here to there. If you did this last year, discuss whether or not you 
are where you thought you’d be. Why or why not? What about the last year do you need to lift 
to God in prayers of praise, lament, forgiveness, etc.? 
 

3. Prayer: Think about God’s rescue plan.  Discuss how completely committed He was to rescuing 
his people.  Think about people, projects, schools, etc. that are suffering and are in need of 
help.   Discuss practical ways you can help.  Be careful not to fall into the trap of thinking you 
are the Savior or that your family alone is the answer but simply commit to pray and ask God 
how He might want you involved in helping where you see a need not only during this season, 
but in the way you live life. 
 

4. Family Projects:  

 Use paper, ribbon, old fabric scraps, etc. to make a chain to count down to Christmas.  
Talk about the chains of sin being broken by God’s rescue plan which centered on 
Christ’s arrival 

 Trace the hands of all family members several times.  Use heavy green paper or scraps 
of green fabric.  Cut them out and make a wreath.  Add a red bow and a ribbon.  
Somewhere add the words, “God’s hand rescued us!”  You can also use a canvas and 
painted hands if you prefer.  

 

5. Tradition to begin or continue: Wrap an old shoe box in gift wrap or purchase a pretty box 
if you prefer.  Have family members write down ways God has delivered you in the past.  Keep 
the box accessible in the house so you can add to it over the years.  If you have begun this in 
past years, take time to read what you have recorded and give thanks for the ways God has 
delivered.  
 

6. Drama: Act out a rescue mission.  Have one family member “trapped” somewhere and others 
have to devise a rescue plan.  Be creative! 
 

7. Scripture Focus: Read Joshua 4 focusing on verses 1 -7.  Find a large rock and paint your 
family’s name on it as a memorial stone of God’s rescue of your family.  

 


